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Rae Staseson, Dean 
Faculty of Media, Art, & Performance  

Major Accomplishments: August 2014-February 2018 
 
I had the pleasure of joining the University of Regina, as the new Dean of Fine Arts, on August 1st 2014. 
This move was especially exciting because I felt I was coming ‘home’ to a place where I had such a rich 
and rewarding undergraduate experience. I graduated with a BFA (Distinction) in Visual Arts, back in the 
time when cell phones were the size of toasters, and the Talking Heads, Prince, and New Order were 
making amazing music. I had just finished a ten-year project that explored the notions of ‘home’, and the 
landscape of Saskatchewan, so this opportunity could not have come at a better time. It was serendipity, 
and an exciting opportunity to return to a place so dear to my heart.  

The first few months in the role of Dean were spent learning and listening. I met with all the faculty and 
staff, and spoke with students whenever I could. I was also getting up to speed on new institutional 
protocol, the UR policies, and meeting many new colleagues from across the university. I was observing 
the Faculty’s operations, administration, curriculum, and reviewing student statistics and the financials.   

There were some pressing issues and challenges that were immediately apparent. The most critical were 
the declining enrolments, including a decline in program majors. This was indicative of a trend that was 
apparent at numerous smaller fine arts faculties and liberal arts programs across North America, and it was 
not exclusive to the University of Regina. Over the past seven years institutions were (are) struggling to 
make improvements and changes – and some changes were very drastic, as it was not uncommon to see 
fine arts programs and faculties being shut down. Fortunately I felt confident that we were not about to 
shutter the doors, and I was clear I was not interested in taking on a new job to close down a faculty. I was 
interested in re-energizing it, and capitalizing on all of the potential I could already see from the other side 
of the country. It is my experience that sometimes an infusion of excitement and confidence from the 
outside helps initiatives develop and move forward on the inside. 

First and foremost I am a producer and a builder. As an artist, media producer, as a curator, and as an 
administrator, no matter what I take on I want to build it, and improve it, and make it the best. I am an 
opportunist, and believe in saying ‘why not?’ instead of ‘we cannot’.  Whatever projects I undertake I will 
endeavor to make improvements and further develop what has potential. I believe in empowering and 
supporting people to realize their skills and abilities, and to support faculty, students and staff do great 
things. I have never bought into the old adage ‘if it is not broken do not fix it”, which I have heard far too 
much of over the years working in the university system. That attitude is just a form of complacency, and 
it demonstrates a kind of laziness that eventually will see things slip into mediocrity at best. That is not 
interesting or productive at all for pedagogy, research, or administration. I am a team builder and a 
collaborator, and I am inspired by the collective power of brainstorming and working together on new 
initiatives and goals. I thoroughly enjoy collaborating with others, growing ideas into reality, and 
celebrating the success of a team. Assessing situations, making improvements where necessary, and 
creating new initiatives and projects that will benefit teaching, research, administration, and operations are 
what sustain and inspire me. I have an incredible team to work with and these successes are possible 
because of the work we do together, collectively and collaboratively. I am very fortunate. 
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Selected Major Accomplishments: 
 
1) Rebrand of the Faculty of Fine Arts into the Faculty of Media, Art, and Performance (MAP).  
Passed unanimously through all official governing bodies and was ‘on the books’ by December 2015. The 
official launch of the new ‘brand’ was March 10th 2016.  This rebrand included a new name, logo, and tag 
line (Where Makers Meet) and an ongoing promotional campaign across three provinces. 
 
2) International Recruitment Initiatives and Strategies: In collaboration with UR International, we 
embarked upon a coordinated international recruitment effort that is still ongoing. Since I arrived as Dean 
the following has been accomplished:  
 
*Four (4) new international agreements signed in three (3) countries (Mexico; China; United Kingdom) 
*Seven (7) international visiting professors/artists and post-doctoral researchers have visited MAP 
*Forty-eight (48) new international exchange students have come to study at MAP 
*Four (4) international recruitment missions in 3 countries, with another one pending 
 
Since 2015 we have increased our international student enrolment by 55%. 
 
3) Domestic Recruitment Initiatives: In order to address our declining enrolments and drop in program 
majors, we have undertaken a multi-pronged approach for improving our numbers. This started with the 
rebrand and renaming of the Faculty, and the ongoing promotional campaign that included billboards, tv 
spots, cinema screen spots, posters, recruitment fairs etc. This is in the Regina and Saskatoon region, but 
also in Manitoba and Alberta. We were particularly assertive with a campaign in Alberta in 2016. We have 
been successful at increasing our credit hours substantially over the past 2 years, which includes 
significantly more service teaching across the university, particularly in the spring/summer sessions, and 
often in partnership with CCE. Five years ago the Faculty did little to no service teaching at all. We see this 
as an important way for MAP to remain sustainable, and it demonstrates that we can provide an attractive 
and broad curriculum to students who are not our majors. We particularly support international students 
in the spring/summer sessions through our courses, and are pleased we can contribute to a 12-month 
university. We are aiming to be more competitive with comparable programs from across the country, and 
we are working on important growth niche areas that makes us stand apart as an exciting and productive 
study destination. 
 
** Increases in undergraduate enrolments since winter 2016 (up 3.2%); spring/summer 2016 (up 5.2%);  
fall 2016 (up 2%); winter 2017 (up 5.7%); spring/summer 2017 (up 26.2%); fall 2017 (up 16.5%); winter 
2018 (in progress as of Feb. 5/18, up 27.6%);  
 
**Increases in our undergraduate teaching activity/credit hours taught since winter 2016 (up 7.2%); fall 
2016 (up 7.6%); spring/summer 2017 (up 2.7%); fall 2017 (up 1.6%); winter 2018 (in progress as of Feb. 
5/18, up 23.8%); 
 
It is to be noted as of February 5, 2018 that MAP is now up 23.2% in undergraduate enrolment 
over a 5-year period.   
 
It is also to be noted that two years ago we had capacity in almost all of our classes (except Creative 
Technologies), and now we do not! We are teaching the most students in the history of the Faculty 
because of opening up courses to non-majors, and our efforts to teach more service/online teaching. So 
we now have wait lists and we are asking permission of professors/unit heads to add students to many 
classes across the Faculty. This validates the growing success of our rebrand, and the kind of curriculum 
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changes we have worked hard to update and make more relevant, and demonstrate to potential students 
that our curriculum is connected to the media and cultural industries and is a viable study choice.  
 
4) Highlights of Curriculum Revisions & New Curriculum: Curriculum strategies and initiatives are 
part of our undergraduate and graduate recruitment plans, and MAP has been very busy over the last three 
years, including, for example, numerous reshaping and tidying of program offerings (both undergraduate 
and graduate), increasing flexibility, and allowing openness in programs for elective credits, so transfer 
credit is much easier for returning students. This is not an exhaustive list of initiatives, as it would simply 
be too long, which is a testament to the hours of hard work and commitment by so many across MAP, but 
most particularly the efforts led by our Associate Deans (Wes Pearce & Kathleen Irwin) and Student 
Program Coordinator (Janelle Bennett). Late 2014 through the 2015/16 academic year were particularly 
intense with curriculum revisions and additions. We have made major revisions to course titles and content 
in areas such as Music, Creative Technologies, Visual Arts, and Art History. This makes these courses 
more current and attractive to new students, and we have opened up many courses to students from 
outside of the program areas and beyond the Faculty.  
 
*2016 - New minor in Film Production; New minor in Photography; 
*2016 - Continued revisions of course descriptions for Printmaking; Sculpture; Creative Technologies, and 
Music; 
*2016 - All Fine Arts (FA) courses moved to MAP courses; Major revision to BA in Music to include 
Creative Technologies course options; Development of Creative Technologies concentration; 
*2016 - New two-year certificate in Media, Art, and Performance; Using the new certificate in MAP as a 
template for a qualifying year, so students can move into other MAP degree programs; New post-
baccalaureate in Visual Arts; New Pop Culture area of concentration; New Bachelor of Music/Bachelor of 
Music Education (5 year joint program that addresses the heavy workload challenges of the 4 year 
program); Arts Administration Minor now has the Professional Placement (MAP 499) to complete the 5 
course minor; Major revisions to MAP graduate programs (MFA Visual Arts; Film Production; 
Interdisciplinary Studies; Special Case MFA) to be in line with comparable graduate programs across 
Canada, including the reduction of credit hours from 60 to 42 credit hours, ensuring more timely 
completion. MA in Interdisciplinary Studies, Film Studies, and Special Case MA were reduced to 30 credit 
hours;  
*2017 - New Interdisciplinary Minors in Pop Culture; Canadian Identities & Social Engagement;  
Lowered grade point average for entry in order to make us competitive with other faculties; Created a 
‘Qualifying’ year to help students transition into MAP; MAP now ensures that by the end of the 2nd year 
students must declare a major; Development of an internal faculty level probation as a new retention 
initiative, which is designed to catch those who hover between University probation (60) and graduation 
average (65);  
*2018 - New Certificate in Animation; New Diploma in Film Production; 
 
5) Map Life Initiative: Last year MAP ran its first MAP Life event, imagined and organized by our 
Student Program Center. The purpose was to invite prospective students to an orientation event that 
included staying in residence, breakfast with the professors and staff, touring facilities, viewing student 
work, attending rehearsals, etc. Prior to the event, I spent several evenings, with senior undergraduate 
students, calling all the potential students on our list. I was either congratulating them on their decision to 
join MAP, or I was convincing them to come to MAP if they were undecided. I also pitched the MAP Life 
event to them and urged them to attend. It was a huge success and our conversion rate for Fall 2017 was 91.66%. 
Map Life is in its second season, and I am once again calling prospective students, and it is one of the 
most rewarding parts of this job.   
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6) Research Cultures: Since joining the Faculty I have worked to increase the research culture through 
facilities support, new initiatives, ongoing promotion, discussion and presentation of research of our 
faculty and students. This includes supporting the Associate Dean Graduate and Research on numerous  
events and special projects to promote our research across the University. We have more tri-council 
applications being submitted than five years ago, and we have submitted two CRC LOIs, and supported  
a SSHRC Partnership grant LOI. We have been recently successful with the Tier II CRC LOI (February 
2018). Our research spaces are active, and we have recently been successful with a MITACS application, 
another first for MAP. I am an avid promoter of the work produced by our faculty and students, and our 
recent internationalization efforts are providing more research mobility opportunities for MAP, with four 
(4) international research trips in the past year that were the direct result of our internationalization 
strategies. I was instrumental in helping to imagine a new emerging humanities research cluster (Identity, 
Living Heritage, Communities), and lobbied for its inclusion and support as a Strategic Research Cluster under 
the VPR. 
 
7) Michele Sereda Artist Residency in Socially Engaged Practices: This initiative, in honour of our 
alumna, dear friend, and much loved artist Michele Sereda, is the first of its kind in Canada. I am very 
proud of this endeavor and we are now on our third round of residencies. Our aim is to place an artist, at 
some point, in every faculty at the University of Regina. We have placed visiting artists in Business 
Administration, Education, MAP, and Social Work. We are presently collaborating with the Archer Library 
to host Joely Big Eagle in time for Congress.  
 
8) New internal collaborations: I have fostered numerous new relationships with faculties, particularly 
Social Work and Nursing. A recent successful project in 2017, in collaboration with Nursing, had 
playwright and director Joey Tremblay reading excerpts from his play Bad Blood to our nursing students in 
Regina and Saskatoon. The reading was followed by a moderated discussion about the play, the content, 
and the experience with health care in this province. It was a resounding success, and a most productive 
interdisciplinary initiative. We hope to have more opportunities to collaborate in this way. 
 
9) Indigenization: MAP (and Fine Arts) is a proactive, inclusive place for teaching and research. We 
continue to Indigenize our curriculum, celebrate Indigenous research, encourage new partnerships, and  
work with our communities. This includes such initiatives as collaborating with OMA and Theatre to offer 
acting classes to Indigenous students. We are committed to hiring Indigenous artists and scholars, and 
have recently hired in Indigenous Art History and Cultures of Display. We are embarking on another new 
hire in Cultures of Display, and in combination with the future Canada Research Chair in Post-TRC 
Artistic and Curatorial practices, we will be well placed as a leader in Indigenous Art Practices in Canada.  
 
10) Blanket Exercise: In 2017 Faculty and staff members in MAP took part in the Blanket Exercise and 
it was an important experience for all of us, moreover, for all of us together. I see this as a step in our 
Indigenization process, in sharing, healing, and deepening our knowledge and understanding of a history 
that has been ignored.  
 
11) Operational/Administrative improvements: Numerous changes have happened over the past three 
years, but these are ones that I moved on swiftly, and believe have resulted in much improved operations: 
 
a) Moving all Interdisciplinary faculty members’ administrative/teaching support to the Theatre 
Department. Previously our I/S faculty were each ‘homed’ in different departments, resulting in broken 
communications, varying support, and no continuity in operations for the area. There was capacity in 
Theatre to support these faculty members, and supporting everyone in one office has been a vast 
improvement.  
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b) Centralizing equipment (most particularly equipment from Creative Technologies); Equipment 
storage and loans are now all handled out of the Equipment Depot in the Film Department, which has 
become a depot for all MAP equipment, serving the entire Faculty. This centralization allows for improved 
security and tracking of equipment, enhanced monitoring of equipment functions, and better serves our 
students and faculty. 
 
12) Operational Plan (2016-2021): Supported unanimously by MAP Faculty Council and submitted 
December 2016. 
 

Selected Future Goals (2019-2024) 
and links to peyak aski kikawinaw, our Strategic Plan 

 
1) I intend to continue MAP’s Internationalization initiatives and productive collaborations with UR 
International. I would like to see MAP grow more partnerships with Mexican universities and other 
universities in the Americas. This growth will support more research and study opportunities for our 
faculty and students, as well as attracting new students (both undergraduate and graduate) to MAP.  
 
Links to Strategic Plan: This will support student success and help to increase our research impact. We will 
be ‘providing expanded international learning opportunities for our students, and advancing the profile 
and awareness of our research and research successes internationally. These initiatives will enhance our 
research collaborations with other universities internationally.’ Our internationalization efforts will ‘further 
increase new undergraduate students from outside of our traditional catchment area, and will further 
demonstrate commitment to our communities through the development of joint programs, collaborations, 
and exchanges internationally.’ 
 
2) We intend to develop the Special Case PhD in Interdisciplinary Studies into a stand alone PhD in 
Interdisciplinary Studies. It will ensure a more streamlined application process, including the ability to have 
more success with our recruitment efforts. There will be less confusion regarding applications (often 
misunderstood because we are not at the table speaking to the dossiers), and it will allow us to focus our 
promotion in a more productive manner. This will increase graduate enrolments and the research profile 
of MAP. 
 
Links to Strategic Plan: This will support ‘student success through the further development and commitment 
to interdisciplinary approaches to curriculum design. This PhD will encourage the development of 
interdisciplinary research and academic programming across the University. Research impact will be 
increased through a stronger PhD program with improved resource support. There will be potential for 
furthering commitment to communities through collaborations with community-based organizations.’ 
 
3) We hope to continue to develop niche programs (certificates and diplomas) that set MAP apart from 
other comparator faculties and competitors across western Canada.  We will continue to grow our online 
offerings to reach new students in remote regions. We have already started to move in that direction, with 
success, and see great potential to grow new study offerings that are unique and attractive to a wide 
demograph of students. 
 
Links to Strategic Plan:  Student success and a commitment to our communities will be supported through 
‘the expansion of learning opportunities for part-time, online, distance, and life-long learners.’ There is 
potential ‘to expand and enhance experiential and service learning opportunities in academic programming 
through new program offerings.’ Furthermore the development of niche programs will help MAP to stay 
viable and sustainable in these challenging financial times. 
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4) I would like to explore the development of a certificate/diploma in Art Therapy, in partnership with 
other faculties with shared research/teaching interests. This would capitalize on strengths and curriculum 
already in place at the University of Regina (MAP, Social Work, Arts, KHS, Nursing, Education), including 
the important research currently being conducted on PTSD. I believe this idea has great potential for the 
University of Regina, and we are well placed to be a leader in art therapy training in this region because 
there are no university programs between Ontario and BC. We would capture an important market, and 
contribute to improving the wellness of our communities. 
 
Links to Strategic Plan: We will demonstrate a commitment to our communities through ‘increasing the 
number of joint programs, collaborations, and exchanges between faculty and students. There will be  
potential for increasing partnerships and collaborations with community-based organizations, other 
external agencies, and informal associations and groups, as well as the general public.’ We can focus on 
‘connecting and engaging with all the communities we touch.’ We can potentially ‘partner with other 
institutions across Saskatchewan (University of Saskatchewan, Saskatchewan Polytechnic, and 
Saskatchewan Regional Colleges) to deliver program offerings.’ Research impact will be increased through 
a high profile, community-health driven program. This includes ‘increasing partnerships and projects with 
First Nations and Métis people – communities and organizations, including the First Nations University of 
Canada.’ 
 
5) Continue our Indigenization efforts within MAP. This includes a commitment to hiring Indigenous and 
Métis faculty and staff. MAP is an important centre for Indigenous Art Practices, and we are in a position 
to be the national leader for Indigenous Art research and study.  
 
Links to the Strategic Plan: This will help to support ‘student success in a variety of ways including 
strengthening the quality and impact of teaching and learning for all students. Indigenous practices, ideas, 
and principles will be further embedded in our academic pursuits.’ This will enhance our commitment to 
our communities through ‘the increase of enrolments of new undergraduate students from outside our 
traditional catchment area.’ MAP’s research impact and contributions will be further strengthened through 
‘an increase of partnerships with Indigenous and Métis people – their communities and organizations, 
including the First Nations University of Canada.’ We will have the opportunity ‘to increase internal and 
external funding specific to Indigenous research, and we will ensure the diversity of ways that Indigenous 
is undertaken, is appreciated and celebrated.’ 
 
 


